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INTRODUCTION

As societies become more diverse on the threshold of a new millennium, the study of Modern Foreign Languages has a more important role to play in the Bahamas.

The following observations emphasize the impact foreign language programmes should have on education for the 21st Century:

- According to recent statistics, 20% of the three million tourists welcomed to The Bahamas yearly are Latin American or European.

- The Bahamas is an ideal setting for international tourism and banking.

- As a commercial centre, The Bahamas has links with many Latin American and European countries.

- Regional and international sporting events and conferences often have Spanish and French-speaking participants.

- There is an actual demand for many professionals requiring the use of another language. Among these are bilingual secretaries, hotel and bank employees, translators and Modern Foreign Language teachers.

- Other individuals, interacting with the general public, such as Law enforcement officers, Customs and Immigration officials and Public Health officials may be required to use another language.

However, apart from studying other languages for personal fulfillment and scholarship, Bahamian students should be exposed to the cultures of the peoples whose languages they are learning. Indeed, a better understanding of foreign cultures results in a different perspective of one’s own culture. Aspects of culture of Francophone and Hispanic countries will be included in testing materials.

The emphasis in the BGCSE examination is on practical skills - the ability to communicate in speech and writing and the skills of listening and reading comprehension. The tasks set will be those which candidates might have to perform in real life contact with Spanish or French-speaking people. Therefore, AUTHENTICITY (i.e. details one would see or hear in Francophone/Hispanic countries such as signs, menus, advertisements, timetables, letters/faxes from French/Spanish persons, news items, public announcements etc.) in questions is of utmost importance. By setting realistic and attainable tasks, it is expected that students will develop a more positive attitude to language learning and achieve better success.
The revised syllabus (1999) still comprises the four domains (SPEAKING, LISTENING, READING, WRITING) of the 1996 document. However, the scheme of assessment, question paper format and question types (2001) have been changed:

SCHEME OF ASSESSMENT

• C will be the highest grade available at Core Level.
• 50 marks will be available for each paper.

QUESTION PAPER FORMAT

• Core Level will no longer be compulsory.
• Candidates will choose between CORE and EXTENDED Level for each component.
• The last section of CORE Level will be identical to the first section of EXTENDED Level.

QUESTION TYPES

1999 - For the SPEAKING COMPONENT, one of the CORE Level role plays and both of the EXTENDED Level role plays will include open-ended tasks. This will discourage candidates from carrying out the tasks without attempting to understand what the examiner has said.

2001 - The principle of a broad range of different types of test will be adhered to so that candidates are not disadvantaged by a weakness in performance in any one test type. This should provide a broadening of opportunity for candidates to show what they KNOW, UNDERSTAND and CAN DO.
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Scheme of Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>Speaking</th>
<th>Listening</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Writing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Section 2</td>
<td>Section 2</td>
<td>Section 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Section 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Section 1</td>
<td>Section 1</td>
<td>Section 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Section 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Core Level consists of Sections 1 and 2 of each Attainment Target (AT). Extended Level consists of Sections 2 and 3 of each Attainment Target (AT).

Candidates must be entered for each of the four skills. They may enter either for the same level for all skills or enter for a mix of levels, but may not enter for both levels of the same skill.

Syllabus Components

Core Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Name</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Weighting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper 1 Speaking</td>
<td>15 mins</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 2 Listening</td>
<td>approx. 40 mins</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 3 Reading</td>
<td>60 mins.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 4 Writing</td>
<td>60 mins.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Extended Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Name</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Weighting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper 5 Speaking</td>
<td>15 mins.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 6 Listening</td>
<td>40 mins. approx.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 7 Reading</td>
<td>60 mins.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 8 Writing</td>
<td>60 mins.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Syllabus Content
Apart from grammar and structures, the content is defined in terms of five areas:

- Everyday Activities
- Personal and Social Life
- The World Around Us
- The World of Work
- The International World

Question Paper Requirements

**Speaking:** the candidate is expected to communicate in the spoken language using a range of skills and activities involving participation in conversation and role play. *The presentation of a prepared topic will be introduced in 2001.*

**Listening:** the candidate is expected to understand and respond to the spoken language using a range of skills and activities requiring understanding of and response to main points and specific details at an appropriate level.

**Reading:** the candidate is expected to understand and respond to the written language using a range of skills and activities requiring understanding of and response to texts at an appropriate level.

**Writing:** the candidate is expected to communicate in writing using an appropriate range of skills and activities ranging from writing a small number of related phrases or short sentences to writing a more extended text of up to 150 words.
1.1 Rubrics
Throughout the examination, instructions to candidates (i.e., test rubrics) will normally be in English where the task requires the use of English and in the target language where the task requires the use of the target language. Tasks requiring the skill of interpreting may have English rubrics and a target-language response (for example, the open role-play in the Speaking component). *Non-verbal responses (for example: matching) may follow either an English or a target language rubric.* A check-list of examples showing a range of commonly used rubrics in the target language is included as Appendix B of this syllabus.

1.2 *Target language test-types*

The paper descriptions which follow make reference to a number of examples of target language test-types which may be used in the examination. A check-list of the main target language test-types from which the tests of the examination may be drawn is found in Appendix B of this syllabus. In the tests on Listening and Reading, where the candidate may be required to answer in the target language, the marking will apply only to comprehension. Quality of language will not be taken into account in such answers unless quality is so poor as to make the message unclear.

1.3 Administration of the components

In the Reading and Writing components, Core Level candidates will sit their examination at the same time as Extended Level candidates. Each candidate will receive the test booklet appropriate to his/her level of entry, for example, Core Level Reading Paper 3 (Sections 1 and 2), or Extended Level Reading Paper 7 (Sections 2 and 3).

In the case of the Listening component, the three sections will be separated by a break of about five minutes to allow candidates to enter or leave the examination room at the appropriate point. Extended Level candidates will enter the examination room at the beginning of Section 2. They must be supervised while Core Level candidates do Section 1 of the examination.
In the Speaking component, the examining period will be approximately one week, usually beginning the first week of May. Once the test has started it should not be stopped until all candidates have been tested. A QUIET environment must be provided by the school for the duration of this examination.

2 SYLLABUS AIMS

The syllabus aims:

- to develop students' ability to understand and communicate effectively in the target language;
- to encourage students to acquire language learning skills;
- to encourage students to develop an understanding of the grammar and syntax of the target language;
- to encourage students to understand language in its cultural context;
- to encourage enjoyment and intellectual stimulation and to provide a basis for further study.

3 ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES

3.1 ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE 1 SPEAKING

Candidates can communicate in the spoken language using an appropriate range of skills and activities as set out below:

Section 1 Paper 1 Core Level
(targeted grades G, F, E)

- Participate in transactions and conversations.

Take part in simple transactions and conversations; use memorised language but show some ability to substitute words and phrases; use short, set phrases to express feelings, likes and dislikes.

Show some ability to move between topics and express feelings and opinions in simple terms; offer simple explanations in response to the question 'Why?'; speak with intelligible pronunciation; and succeed in communicating the main points of the message despite grammatical inaccuracies.
• *Present, explain, describe and narrate a prepared topic.
  Give a simple, short presentation or prompted talk on a
  topic of the candidate’s choice drawn from one of the
  prescribed topics. Respond to simple, predictable
  questions on the main points of the topic.

Section 2  Papers 1/5  Core and Extended Level
(targeted grades D, C)

• Participate in transactions and conversations.
  Undertake transactions and develop conversations on familiar topics and
  experiences including past, present and future events, express personal
  opinions and show an ability to deal with some unpredictable elements;
  although there are some errors, convey a clear message with pronunciation
  and intonation that are generally accurate.

• *Present, explain, describe and narrate a prepared topic.
  Give a short presentation or prompted talk on a topic of
  the candidate’s choice drawn from one of the prescribed
  topics. Respond to questions, some of which may contain
  unpredictable elements, using a time reference
  appropriate to the subject matter.

Section 3  Paper 5  Extended Level
(targeted grades B, A,)

• Participate in transactions and conversations.
  Show an ability to initiate and carry through transactions, and deal with
  unpredictable elements, take part in conversations and narrate events;
  discuss facts, ideas, experiences and points of view using a range of
  vocabulary, structure and time references.

Narrate an account of an experience or event in the past, responding to
queries and giving explanations.
Speak confidently with good pronunciation and intonation. The message is
clear though there may be some errors, especially when candidates use
more complex structures.
• **Present, explain, describe and narrate a prepared topic.**
  Give a short presentation or prompted talk on a topic of the candidate’s choice drawn from one of the prescribed areas. Respond to questions, both predictable and unpredictable, using appropriate time references and a range of vocabulary and structures. Explain and justify ideas and points of view.

3.2 ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE 2  LISTENING

Candidates can understand and respond to the spoken language using an appropriate range of skills and activities as follows:

**Section 1  Paper 2  Core Level**
*(targeted grades G, F, E)*

- Understand and respond to instructions, messages and dialogues made up of familiar, simple language, spoken clearly at near normal speed and with natural intonation.
- Listen for main points and for some details.
- Identify and note main points and extract some details.
- Extract some information from longer messages or dialogues.

**Section 2  Papers 2/6  Core and Extended Level**
*(targeted grades D, C)*

- Understand and respond to a range of speech drawing on a variety of topics and including familiar language spoken at normal speed. The range of spoken texts includes narratives and may relate to past, present and future events.
- Listen for main points and for specific details.
- Identify and note main points and extract details and points of view.
Section 3 Paper 6 Extended Level
(targeted grades B, A)

- Understand and respond to a variety of types of authentic spoken language in a range of contexts in some of which opinions and different points of view are argued and some of which express issues and concerns.
- Listen for gist, summarise, draw conclusions and recognise attitudes.
- Understand gist, identify main points and detail.
- Recognise points of view, attitudes and emotions from verbal or cultural clues.
- Draw conclusions and identify relationships between ideas.

ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE 3 READING

Candidates can understand and respond to the written language using an appropriate range of skills and activities as set out below:

Section 1 Paper 3 Core Level
(targeted grades G, F, E)

- Understand and respond to signs and notices, short factual and non-factual texts, printed or hand-written, which include sentences containing short clauses; identify main points and details of written texts from varying contexts.
- Recognise and identify key vocabulary items; identify main points of text and extract some information.
Section 2 Papers 3/7 Core and Extended Level  
(targeted grades D, C)

- Understand and respond to main points and details of a range of 
  printed or hand-written texts, authentic and simulated, drawn from a 
  variety of topics. Texts may include complex sentences, some 
  unfamiliar language and views and opinions.

- Recognise and identify reference to past, present and future events.

Section 3 Paper 7 Extended Level  
(targeted grades B, A)

- Understand and respond to a range of authentic texts, where some 
  of the subject matter is unfamiliar; a range of factual and non-factual 
  authentic texts and in a variety of registers, including official and 
  formal material, stories, articles and reports.

- Recognise and identify different points of view, attitudes and 
  emotions; show ability to draw conclusions and identify relationships 
  between ideas.

3.4 ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE 4 WRITING

Candidates can communicate in writing using an appropriate range of skills and 
activities as follows:

Section 1 Paper 4 Core Level  
(targeted grades G, F, E)

Write a small number of related words, phrases or short sentences for lists, form-
filling, diary entries etc. *(and respond to written texts by substituting words and 
set phrases); produce simple connected writing such as a postcard (40 words). 
Although there are mistakes in spelling and grammar, the main points of the 
message are communicated.
Section 2  Papers 4/8  Core and Extended Level  
(targeted grades D, C)  
Use simple descriptive language to express personal opinions and write about familiar topics and experiences including, where appropriate, past and future events; perform familiar tasks such as writing a short article or simple formal or personal letter (100 words) which require linking of sentences and structuring of ideas. The style is basic, but despite errors the writing conveys a clear message.  

Section 3  Paper 8  Extended Level  
(targeted grades B, A)  
Write a more extended text (150 words), giving factual information, narrating events and expressing and justifying ideas and points of view, produce longer sentences in which spelling and grammar are generally accurate and the style is appropriate to the purpose.

4 SCHEME OF ASSESSMENT

4.1 Levels  
The scheme of assessment consists of two levels: Core and Extended. Core Level assesses grades G to C and Extended Level assesses grades D to A.  
Each level consists of three written papers and a Speaking test.  
Core Level comprises Paper 1 (Speaking, Sections 1 and 2), Paper 2 (Listening, Sections 1 and 2), Paper 3 (Reading, Sections 1 and 2) and Paper 4 (Writing, Sections 1 and 2).  
Extended Level comprises Paper 5 (Speaking, Sections 2 and 3), Paper 6 (Listening, Sections 2 and 3), Paper 7 (Reading, Sections 2 and 3) and Paper 8 (Writing, Sections 2 and 3).  
Candidates must be entered for each of the four skills, - Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing - but not all components need to be offered in the same level. Entry can vary as appropriate to the candidates’ perceived competence in each of the four skills.
4.2 Question Papers

4.2.1 SPEAKING

Paper 1 Sections 1 and 2
Core Level (targeted grades G, F, E, D, C)

A total of 50 marks will be available for this test, 10 marks for each role play and 30 marks for 15 general conversation questions. Settings for role-plays will be in English.

Role-play 1 will consist of five closed role-play tasks in response to a verbal stimulus. Settings will include such areas as shopping, booking in at a hotel, eating out and buying travel tickets.

Role-play 2 will consist of five role-play tasks with a verbal stimulus. The settings will be similar to those for role-play 1 but the tasks will be more open-ended. There may, for example, be more than one part to a task, candidates may have to make choices and there will be one task in each role-play where the candidate must respond to an unprepared question from the examiner.

General Conversation

In this part of the examination the examiner will develop the areas of questioning into a more general conversation of the candidate’s interests and pastimes and into other areas such as life at home and at school, holidays, friends, opinions etc. Three topics of conversation (ie. one drawn from each Area prescribed) will be set and will appear in the teacher’s instruction booklet. The teacher/examiner will have access to questions/topics in the three working days before the Speaking test.

Candidates should not be told the titles of the topics prior to the examination. This section of the test is not intended to be a test of memory and candidates should be encouraged to talk spontaneously at a level appropriate to their ability.
*Presentation and Discussion of a Prepared Topic

This will consist of the presentation of a topic of the candidate's choice, chosen from one of the topics prescribed in the syllabus. The topics do not have to be interpreted in the wider sense. Candidates may choose to be particular and describe one past tense only. E.g. B4 (Freetime and social activities). The topic “myself” should not be chosen. Candidates should decide on their topic choice four teaching days before the date of the examination. (Teachers should choose different topic areas for the general conversation.) Candidates should be given an initial exposition time of up to one minute to talk about and introduce their topic and should then discuss their material more freely with the examiner.

The test is not intended to be a pre-learned monologue or test of memory. Candidates should rather be encouraged to talk freely on the material of their choice. Cue-cards of up to five short headings may be used and brought into the examination room. Candidates may also make use of illustrative materials in their presentation but must NOT read from written notes. For 2001, the presentation will be worth 10 marks, the conversation 20 marks and the role plays 10 marks each.

Paper 5
Sections 2 and 3

Extended Level (targeted grades D, C, B, A)

A total of 50 marks will be available for this test, 10 marks for each role play and 30 marks for the conversation. Settings for the role-plays will be in English.

Role-plays 2 and 3 will consist of five role-play tasks with a verbal stimulus (as described above), but for Role-play 3 the candidate must respond to two unprepared questions from the examiner.

*In 2001, Role-play 3 will consist of a single open-ended task in response to a verbal and visual stimuli. In this part of the examination the candidate will be required to act as a narrator, retelling a story, event or incident that happened at some time in the past. As well as following the outline detailed in the stimulus, candidates will have an opportunity to develop the material in their own way so as to show themselves to their best advantage.
**Presentation and Discussion of a Prepared Topic**

A talk in the target language as described above, but the candidates must be prepared to respond to unpredictable questions on the material.

**Conversation**

A sustained conversation in response to more open-ended questions about 3 topics relating to a wider range of clearly defined situations within the experience of the candidates.

* In 2001, FIVE topic titles of conversation will be indicated which cover a wide range of topics (for both CORE and EXTENDED levels). The teacher/examiner should choose THREE titles bearing in mind the candidate’s choice of presentation topic. Candidates should not be allowed to talk on the same topic in the Presentation and Conversation sections.

**NOTE** In the *Presentation and Conversation*, differentiation will be achieved in several ways. Examiners should, for example, expect the length of these parts of the tests to vary from candidate to candidate. Examiners will adjust the levels of their questioning as appropriate to the candidates and will be sensitive to how much assistance the candidate requires in order to complete the task. (e.g. Extended Level candidates should not have access to three topics which may limit their use of time references.) The mark scheme will be based on differentiation by outcome, reflecting the amount, complexity, quality and accuracy of the language.

**Conduct of the Tests**

Fuller details of the conduct of the tests will be provided. The normal pattern will be for teachers to conduct the examination with their own candidates in the presence of another invigilator.

Teachers will record all candidates, assess the work themselves, and send the recordings to the Testing & Evaluation Unit for moderation.
4.2.2 LISTENING

Paper 2 Section 1
Core Level (targeted grades G, F, E)

A total of 30 marks will be available for this section.

Exercises are intended to test Listening. If questions are worded in the target language they will be marked for comprehension of the content only, not for the quality of language produced.

Exercise 1 will consist of short recordings, involving one or more speakers. *The tasks will consist of up to ten questions, with rubrics in English or *the target language using visual or non-visual stimuli and requiring either non-verbal responses or short answers in English.

A further two or three exercises will consist of recordings of short dialogues, instructions, messages or announcements. The recordings will contain factual information, such as information about travel, weather, opening times, facilities available and personal information, such as daily routines and social activities. Rubrics may be *in the target language or in English. *On one task, responses are to be recorded in note form or by making entries, for example on a given form, plan, grid or table. Other exercises may require note completion or brief answers in English or *in the target language, and there will be a variety of objective question types.

PAPERS 2/6 Section 2
Core and Extended Level (targeted grades D, C)

A total of 20 marks will be available for this section.

Exercises are intended to test Listening. If questions are worded in the target language they will be marked for comprehension of the content only, not for the quality of language produced.

Exercises 1 and 2 will consist of a recording of conversations or extracts from conversations, discussions between two or more people, simple factual extracts and expressions of points of view. *A variety of question types will be set with rubrics in the target language or in English, for example, exercises requiring note-taking, matching (for example of opinions to persons) or questions requiring short responses.
Exercise 3 will consist of a short narrative or more extended conversation between two or more people. *Objective question types such as matching tasks, true/false may be used together with questions and responses in the target language or English.*

**PAPER 6  Section 3**  
**Extended Level**  
*(targeted grades B, A)*

A total of 30 marks will be available for this section.

Exercises are intended to test Listening. If questions are worded in the target language they will be marked for comprehension of the content only, not for the quality of language produced.

**Exercise 1** will consist of announcements, narratives or information using formal or informal register and transmitted, for example, by radio. Rubrics for the tasks will be *in the target language* or in English and testing will be by objective test format, for example box ticking, or questions requiring short responses.

A further two or three exercises will consist of recordings of monologues or of conversations or extracts from conversations, discussions or interviews involving two or more people on a subject of shared interest, for example holiday plans, recalling a shared experience etc. Questions may test comprehension of language expressing agreement or disagreement, apologising or complaining. Also tested will be the ability to identify attitudes, emotions and ideas in a conversation or interview as well as the ability to understand the gist, to draw conclusions and identify relationships between ideas. At least one exercise will require the use of English.*Another may require some non-verbal responses or target language responses to questions in the target language.*

**4.2.3  READING**

**Paper 3  Section 1**  
**Core Level**  
*(targeted grades G, F, E)*

A total of 30 marks will be available for this section.

Exercises are intended to test Reading. If questions are worded in the target language they will be marked for comprehension of the content only, not for the quality of language produced.
Exercise 1 will consist of short texts - for example, signs, notices, advertisements, brochures, short letters. The tasks will consist of up to ten questions with rubrics in English and will be tested by questions requiring short responses, *by visual material [for example, line drawing], and by non-verbal responses [for example multiple choice, true/false, grid filling].

A further three or four exercises will consist of short texts and will offer a similar range of text-types to those in Exercise 1. Texts may be printed or hand-written. Non-verbal responses and *some short target language answers may be required.

PAPERS 3/7 Section 2
Core and Extended Level (targeted grades D, C)

A total of 20 marks will be available for this section.

Exercise 1 will consist of texts, dealing with largely factual information, for example, signs and notices, information brochures, tourist and leisure guides, magazine & newspaper articles, letters. Texts will be tested by questions requiring short responses in English. *In addition, a variety of objective question types requiring non-verbal responses may be set with rubrics in the target language or English(e.g.matching exercises.)

Exercises 2 and 3 will consist of more extended texts dealing with a similar range of text types to those in Exercise 1 of this Section. Texts may be tested in English, *or through other objective test types or questions and responses in the target language.

PAPER 7 Section 3
Extended Level (targeted grades B, A)

A total of 30 marks will be available for this section.

Exercises are intended to test Reading. If questions are worded in the target language they will be marked for comprehension of the content only, not for the quality of language produced.

Exercise 1 will consist of a longer text tested by questions requiring short responses or/and by objective tests, for example box ticking. Rubrics for the task may be in English or *the target language.
A further two or three exercises will be set. Longer texts will be set, and one of them may be imaginative or creative in style. Questions will test not only comprehension of the gist of the texts, but understanding of the writer's use of language to express agreement or disagreement; they will also test the ability to identify attitudes, emotions and ideas, to draw conclusions and identify relationships between ideas. Questions and responses will be in English *or in the target language*. However, apart from requiring short responses, some of the questions may require non-verbal responses.

4.2.4 WRITING

**Paper 4  Section 1**
Core Level

(targeted grades G, F, E)

A total of 30 marks will be available for this section.

**Exercises 1 and 2** will consist of two tasks with rubrics in English or *in the target language* requiring the writing of single words and set phrases, for example, form-filling, writing lists, short messages, diary entries.

**Exercise 3** will comprise a short message or postcard requiring up to 40 words in total.

**PAPERS 4/8  Section 2**
Core and Extended Level

(targeted grades D, C)

A total of 20 marks will be available for this section.

Directed writing of a short text of 100 words, in formal or informal style, such as a letter, short article, *or response to an advertisement and possibly using a text, printed or hand-written, as a stimulus*. Two tasks will be set, both requiring the same styles of writing but on different topic areas. Candidates will choose to answer one of these tasks.

**Paper 8  Section 3**
Extended Level

(targeted grades B, A)

A total of 30 marks will be available for this section.

A composition of 150 words will be set requiring extended types of writing (for example narrative, personal, descriptive, imaginative, reporting). *Two tasks will be set allowing candidates to choose between different styles of writing. Candidates will choose to answer one of these tasks. Texts, printed or hand-written, may be used as a stimulus.*
4.3 Differentiation

Differentiation is achieved by targeting examination tasks at an appropriate range of levels of ability allowing all candidates to demonstrate what they know, understand and can do. In the Speaking test, differentiation is by task and by outcome.

4.4 Awarding of Grades

All components will be equally weighted. Grades will be awarded using the points system given below.

There will be a maximum of 7 points available for each skill (Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing), giving an overall total of 28 points.

There will be a maximum of 5 points available from any Core Level Paper. There will be between 3 and 7 points available from any Extended Level Paper.

Points on each skill will represent performance on that skill as set out below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>ungraded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Grade G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Grade F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Grade E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Grade D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Grade C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Grade B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Grade A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidates who narrowly fail to achieve Grade D standard (4 points) on an Extended level paper will be awarded 3 points. Candidates who do not achieve 3 points will not be awarded any points for that skill.

A candidate's points for each of the four skills will be added together to give an overall points score out of 28. The total points will be converted into a grade in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points Range</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 1</td>
<td>Grade U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - 5</td>
<td>Grade G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 9</td>
<td>Grade F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 13</td>
<td>Grade E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 - 17</td>
<td>Grade D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 - 21</td>
<td>Grade C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 - 25</td>
<td>Grade B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 - 28</td>
<td>Grade A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidates may enter for a different level in each skill.
**Illustrative figures for the point system**

The actual mark, out of 50, which is required to achieve a specific number of points, has to be set by assessing quality of work and taking account of the difficulty of papers. ILLUSTRATIVE figures might be:

### CORE LEVEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKS</th>
<th>POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 - 21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 - 28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 - 35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 - 42</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 - 50</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXTENDED LEVEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKS</th>
<th>POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 - 20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 - 26</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 - 32</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 - 38</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 - ----&gt;</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXAMPLE 1

A candidate may take all FOUR components at CORE LEVEL. (S)he receives the following points:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKS</th>
<th>POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPEAKING (PAPER 1)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTENING (PAPER 2)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READING (PAPER 3)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITING (PAPER 4)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL POINTS = 19
GRADE = C

22
EXAMPLE 2
A candidate may take 2 components at CORE LEVEL and 2 components at EXTENDED LEVEL. (s)he receives the following points:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKS</th>
<th>POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPEAKING (PAPER 5)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTENING (PAPER 2)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READING (PAPER 7)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITING (PAPER 4)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL POINTS = 22
GRADE = B

EXAMPLE 3
A candidate may take all components at EXTENDED LEVEL. If such a candidate narrowly fails to achieve GRADE D standard (4 points) at this level, (s)he will be awarded 3 points for that skill. A candidate who does not achieve 3 points will not be awarded any points for that skill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKS</th>
<th>POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPEAKING (PAPER 5)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTENING (PAPER 6)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READING (PAPER 7)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITING (PAPER 8)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL POINTS = 13
GRADE = E
Candidates should be able, with reference to the range of topics selected from within the five presented topic areas to demonstrate the abilities set out below.

Grade F

Candidates identify and note main points and extract some details from simple language spoken clearly at near normal speed.

Candidates take part in simple transactions and conversations showing some ability to substitute words and phrases. Their pronunciation is intelligible, and although there are grammatical inaccuracies, the main points of the message are communicated.

Candidates identify main points and extract some information from short, simple texts which are printed or hand-written.

Candidates write short sentences, and respond to written texts by substituting words and set phrases. Although there will be mistakes in spelling and grammar, the main points of the message are communicated.

Grade C

Candidates identify and note main points and extract details and points of view from language spoken at normal speed. The spoken texts include narratives and further events. They are drawn from a variety of topics which include familiar language in unfamiliar contexts.

Candidates undertake transactions and develop conversations which include past, present and future events. They express personal opinions and show an ability to deal with some unpredictable elements. Although there are some errors, they convey a clear message, and their pronunciation and intonation are generally accurate.

Candidates identify and extract details and points of view from printed or hand-written texts, authentic and simulated, drawn from a variety of topics and which include past, present and future events.

Candidates express personal opinions and write about a variety of topics, including past, present and future events. They write simple formal letters or personal letters. The style is basic but, despite errors, the writing conveys a clear message.
Grade A

Candidates understand gist and identify main points and detail in a variety of types of authentic and spoken language. They recognise points of view, attitudes and emotions and are able to draw conclusions.

Candidates initiate and carry through transactions, take part in conversations and narrate events. They express and justify ideas and points of view, and produce longer sequences of speech using a variety of vocabulary, structures and time references. They speak confidently, with good pronunciation and intonation. The message is clear although there may still be some errors, especially when candidates use more complex structures.

Candidates understand gist and identify main points and detail in a variety of types of authentic texts. They recognise points of view, attitudes and emotions and are able to draw conclusions.

Candidates give factual information, narrate events and express and justify ideas and points of view. They produce longer sequences using a range of vocabulary, structure and time references. Their spelling and grammar are generally accurate, and the style is appropriate to the purpose.
Grid showing relationship between grade descriptions and assessment objectives/examination components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPEAKING</th>
<th></th>
<th>LISTENING</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade Description</strong></td>
<td><strong>Assessment Objective</strong></td>
<td><strong>Grade Description</strong></td>
<td><strong>Assessment Objective</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates take part in simple transactions and conversations showing some ability to substitute words and phrases. Their pronunciation is intelligible.</td>
<td>Paper 1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Paper 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Section 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Section 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates undertake transactions and develop conversations which include past, present and future events. They express personal opinions and show an ability to deal with some unpredictable elements. Although there are some errors, they convey a clear message, and their pronunciation and intonation are generally accurate.</td>
<td>Papers 1/5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Papers 2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Section 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Section 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates initiate and carry through transactions, take part in conversations and narrate events. They express and justify ideas and points of view, and produce longer sequences of speech using a variety of vocabulary, structures and time references. They speak confidently with good pronunciation and intonation. The message is clear although there may still be some errors, especially when candidates use more complex structures.</td>
<td>Paper 5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Paper 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Section 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Grid showing relationship between grade descriptions and assessment objectives/examination components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>READING</th>
<th>WRITING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade Description</td>
<td>Assessment Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F</strong> Candidates identify main points and extract some information from short, simple texts, both printed and hand-written.</td>
<td>Paper 3 Section 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong> Candidates identify and extract details and points of view from printed OR hand-written texts, authentic and simulated, drawn from a variety of topics and which include past, present and future events.</td>
<td>Papers 3/7 Section 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong> Candidates understand gist and identify main points and detail in a variety of authentic texts. They recognise points of view, attitudes and emotions and are able to draw conclusions.</td>
<td>Paper 7 Section 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRAMMAR and STRUCTURES

The list of structures and grammar is provided in order to give a clear indication of the grammatical knowledge expected of candidates in the examination. It is not intended to be restrictive, and able pupils should be encouraged to progress beyond the list at the highest level, although this knowledge will not be tested.

The list is divided into three parts, each corresponding to one of the three sections of the examination papers.

All structures required for Section 1 are expected of Section 2 candidates, and all Section 2 structures are expected for Section 3 also.

TOPICS

The content of the examination is defined in terms of five prescribed Areas. Topics will not necessarily be relevant to all four skills. In some cases, such as classroom language, the emphasis is more likely to be on Speaking. In others, a Listening or Reading test might be more appropriate. It will not necessarily be appropriate to examine topics individually.
### Grammar and Structures

#### Spanish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTION 1</th>
<th>SECTION 2</th>
<th>SECTION 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A - DEFINITE ARTICLE</strong></td>
<td><strong>1 - ARTICLES</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 -loh plus adjective</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- el, la, los, las</td>
<td>- la changes to el before stressed 'a' or 'ha' (eg: el agua - el hambre)</td>
<td>(eg: lo violento me molesta mucho)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- al, del, (eg: voy al centro del pueblo)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Additional use</strong></td>
<td>- before titles (eg: el señor Gomez no está)</td>
<td>- before proper nouns with adjectives (eg: la pequeña Vitoria es encantadora)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- in general sense (eg: prefiero los deportes)</td>
<td>- before names of certain countries (eg: el Ecuador, la Argentina, los Estados Unidos)</td>
<td>- omission of article before noun in apposition (eg: Madrid, capital de España)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- before parts of body (eg: me lavo la cara)</td>
<td>- with prices (eg: cien pesetas la botella)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- before articles of clothing (eg: me pongo los vaqueros)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- with languages and school subjects (eg: estudio el español) (eg: me gusta la física)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Omission

- **Idiomatic expressions** (eg: en casa de Juana) (eg: a orillas del mar)

### B - INDEFINITE ARTICLE

- un, una, unos, unas

### Omission

- before nouns of professions after 'ser' (eg: mi madre es profesora)
- with exclamations (eg: ¡Qué sorpresa!)
- after negative (eg: no tengo dinero)
- after 'sin' (eg: sali sin dinero)
- before certain words (eg: otro, medio, tal etc)
- before nouns in apposition (eg: Sevilla, ciudad antigua de Andalucia)
- after 'ni' (eg: no tengo ni impermeable ni paraguas)
### SECTION 1

**A - NUMBER**

- final unstressed vowel adds 's'  
  (eg: libro, libros) 
  (eg: frigorífico, frigoríficos) also stressed vowel -  
  (eg: pie, pies  
  sofá, sofás)

- final consonant adds 'es'  
  (eg: rey, reyes)

- final 'z' changes to 'ces'  
  (eg: una vez, dos veces)

### SECTION 2

**II - NOUNS**

- final stressed vowel adds 'es'  
  (eg: champú, champúes)

- alternative meanings  
  (eg: la señora, las señoras)  
  (eg: el fondo, los fondos)

**Accentuation**

when forming certain plurals  
(eg: joven, jóvenes)

### SECTION 3

**B - GENDER**

- final 'o' indicates masculine  
  (eg: el alumno)

- exception  
  (eg: la mano)

- final 'a' indicates feminine  
  (eg: la alumna)

- exception  
  (eg: el telegrama)

- alternative meanings  
  (eg: el guardia, la guadía)  
  (eg: el capital, la capital)

**Verbal Noun**

always masculine -  
(eg: el fumar es dañoso)

**Diminutives**

Common -ito  
(eg: poco, poquito)  
(eg: casa, casita)

**Augmentatives**

- ón/ona  
  (eg: el caserón)
SECTION 1

A - FORMATION AND
POSITION OF ADJECTIVES

1 Number and Gender
Agreements

- final 'a', 'o' adds 's' in plural
  (eg: la gata negra, las gatas
  negras; el perro blanco, los
  perros blancos)

- final consonant, unchanged in
  singular, adds 'es' in plural (eg:
  el hotel fenomenal, la montaña
  fenomenal
  los hoteles fenomenales, las
  montañas fenomenales)

Exception

adjectives of nationality ending
in consonant add-a for
feminine, -es for masc.
plural,
-as for fem. plural. (eg: el hotel
español, las playas españolas)

2 Position

- usually after the noun -
  (eg: la lección difícil)

- certain basic exceptions - (eg:
  pequeño, joven, viejo)
  and the apocopated forms (eg:
  gran, buen, mal, primer,
  tercer, cien, algún)

B - COMPARATIVE
ADJECTIVES

- más ... que
- menos ... que
  (eg: este sitio es más
  atractivo que el otro)

Irregular comparatives
mayor, mejor, menor, peor

Apocopation:

- further common adjectives
  before the noun
  (eg: ningún)

Equality

- tan ... como ...
- tanto ... como ...
  (eg: mi hermano es tan
  revoltoso como el tuyo)

SECTION 2

III - ADJECTIVES

An adjective that describes two
or more nouns of different
 genders is masc, plural. The
masc. noun should appear
last.
(eg: la novela y el cuento
modernos)

Exception

adjectives with final endings
-or, -án, -ón
(eg: la vecina habladora)

alternative meanings:
(eg: el gran hombre, el hombre
grande)
(eg: la pobre profesora, la
profesora pobre)
SECTION 1

C - SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVES

(eg: la ciudad más moderna del país)

absolute superlative
- isimo

D - POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES

- mi, nuestro
- tu, vuestro
- su
(eg: ¿Te gusta mi falda?)

avoidance of ambiguity
(eg: su chaqueta de ella)
(eg: su chaqueta de él)

E - DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES

- este esta
- ese esa
- aquel aquella
- estos estas
- esos esas
- aquellos aquellas

IV - INTERROGATIVES

¿Qué? ¿Dónde? ¿Cuánto?
¿Cuántos/as? ¿Cuándo?
¿Quién? ¿Por qué? ¿Cómo?
¿Adónde?

¿Cuál? ¿Cuáles?

¿Para qué?
SECTION 1

A - PERSON(S)

1 Subject
- yo, tú, él, ella, usted
- nosotros, vosotros, ellos
  ellas, ustedes

2 Object
Position before verb
- direct -
  me, te, le, la, lo
  nos, os (R)
  les, las
- indirect -
  me, te, le
  nos, os, les, (R)

Position after verb
- infinitive
  (eg: voy a decirle
   and le voy a decir)
- present participle
  (eg: estoy diciéndole and le
   estoy diciendo)
- positive command both
  informal and formal
  (eg: ¡hablale! ¡habladle!)
  (eg: ¡háblale! ¡háblenle!)
- Order:
  indirect before direct
  (eg: Juana me lo dice)

3 Reflexive
- me, te, se
- nos
- os (R)
- se

Position after verb
- (eg: voy a lavarme)
- (eg: estoy lavándome)
- positive command both
  informal and formal
  (eg: ¡lávate! ¡lávate! (R))
  (eg: ¡lávese! (R), ¡lávense!
   (R))

Position before verb
- negative command both
  informal and formal
  (eg: ¡no te digas!
   ¡no os digas!)
  (eg: ¡no diga!
   ¡no digan!)

'Se' conversion:
dual 3rd person object
pronouns
  (eg: Juana se lo dijo a
   Juan)

'Se' (each other) to express a
reciprocal action
  (eg: nos miramos y nos
   enamoramos)

SECTION 2

V - PRONOUNS

Position before verb
- negative command both
  informal and formal
  (eg: ¡no te preocupes!
   ¡no os preocupéis!)
  (eg: ¡no se preocupe!
   ¡no se preocupen!)

SECTION 3
### SECTION 1

4 Disjunctive
- mí, tú
- él, ella, usted
- nosotros, vosotros
- ellos, ellas, ustedes

5 Relative
- que

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound relative</th>
<th>- cuyo (-a, -os, -as)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- a quien</td>
<td>- el cual (la cual, los cuales, las cuales)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- de quien</td>
<td>- el que</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- con quien</td>
<td>- lo que</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Demonstrative
- éste, ése, aquél |
- ésta, ésa, aquélla |
- éstos, éses, aquéllos |
- éstas, ésas, aquéllas |
- 'El, la, los, las' conversion before relative clause or 'de' clause (eg: esta casa y la de mi hermana)

7 Possessive
- el mío, el tuyo |
- la mía, la tuya |
- el nuestro, la nuestra |
- el vuestro, la vuestra |
- Avoidance of ambiguity with el suyo, la suya (eg: María tiene el de ella |
- Juan tiene el de él |
and plural forms |

8 Other Expressions
- nadie, alguien |
- nada, algunos |
- todo el mundo |
- se (indefinite) (eg: ¿se puede entrar?)

| ciertos |
| la mayoría |
| varios |

### SECTION 2

- conmigo, contigo

- sí
- consigo

### SECTION 3

- B - THING(S)

1 Subject
- él, ella
- ellos, ellas
SECTION 1

2 Object
- lo, la
- los, las

3 Reflexive
- se

4 Relative
- que

5 - Demonstratives
- éste, ése, aquél etc
- esto, eso

6 Other expressions
- algo
- todo

7 Negative expressions
- no
- no ... más
- no ... nada
- no ... nunca
- no ... jamás
- nada más
- ya no
- jamás

- ni ... ni
- no ... ningún (-a, -os, -as)
- tampoco
- ni siquiera
- no ... más que

VI - VERBS

AFFIRMATIVE, NEGATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE FORMS

1 Present indicative
- regular ar, er, ir verbs
- irregular verbs
- radical changing verbs
SECTION 1

2 Present continuous
- regular ar, er, ir verbs
- ando
- iendo
- yendo
and radical changing verbs (R)

3 Commands
- familiar positive
  (eg: ¡mira! ¡mirad! (R)
  also reflexive verbs)
  (eg: ¡levántate! ¡levantaos! (R))
- formal positive and negative
  (eg: ¡mire! ¡miren!)
  (eg: ¡no mire! (R)
  ¡no miren! (R))

4 Future
- future (R) of regular verbs
- irregular future forms

5 Conditional
- certain conversational
  phrases
  (eg: me gustaria tomar ...)
- statement of possibility
  (eg: Rita dijo que lo compraría)
- unfulfilled conditional clause
  (eg: si yo fuera rico, compraría...)

6 Perfect
- 'haber' with regular past
  participles
  (eg: he hablado
   he comido
   he vivido
   and he hecho)
- 'haber' with all other irregular
  past participles
  (eg: he visto
   he hecho
   he dicho)

7 Pluperfect
- imperfect of 'haber' with all
  past participles

8 Other compound tenses
- future perfect
  (eg: habré hablado)
- conditional perfect
  (eg: habría hablado)
9 Imperfect

- all regular and irregular verbs: ar, er, ir
  (eg: yo hablaba
tú comías
el escribía
ellos iban etc)

a habitual description
(eg: Marta hacía los
quehaceres cada día)
b event assessment
(eg: era fenomenal)
c backdrop to a single
completed action
(eg: lluvía cuando salí)

10 Past Continuous

- imperfect tense of 'estar' plus
  present participle
  (eg: estaba lloviendo cuando
  salí)

11 Preterite

- ar, er, ir, verbs
  ir
  hacer
  Preterites of ir radical
  changing verbs
  Other preterites

12 Present Subjunctive

- certain exclamatory phrases
  (eg: ¡Viva España! (R)
  Digame (R))

- formal positive and negative commands
  (See VI 3)

- familiar negative commands
  (See VI 3)

- 'hidden' future after temporal conjunctions
  (eg: se lo diré a
  Juana cuando llegue)

- after main clause verbs
  a that denote influences on
  people
  (eg: decir, querer,
  mandar, pedir)
  b that indicate emotion
  (eg: alegrarse (R))
  c after impersonal experiences
  (eg: es posible que venga)
  d after conjunctions of purpose
  (eg: lo hice para que
  entienda Paco)

13 Imperfect Subjunctive

- Quisiera to mean
  'I would like'

- used in conditional sentences
  (See VI 5)
### SECTION 1

**14 Passive Voice**
- use of indefinite 'se'
  (eg: se dice que ... se puede...)

### SECTION 2

**15 Impersonal Verbs**
- gustar, interesar with me, te
  (eg: me gusta el jersey)
- other impersonal verbs
  (eg: me hace falta dinero me duelen las orejas)
- gustar, interesar with other
  object pronouns

### SECTION 3

**16 Verbal Construction**
- ir a + infinitive
  (eg: voy a decir la verdad)
- antes/después de + infinitive
  (eg: antes de volver)
- vamos a + infinitive to express
  a collective wish
  (eg: vamos a volver)
- idiomatic expressions with
  hacer/tener
  (eg: hace fresco tengo hambre
  tener que + infinitive)
- common use of 'ser' and estar
- desde hace + present tense
  (eg: estudio el español desde hace cuatro años)
- idiomatic expressions with
  soler
  (eg: suelo llegar al instituto a las nueve)
- use of 3rd person plural
  (eg: dicen que no es verdad)

**b 'ser' + past participle + 'de'
  (emotion)
  (eg: el profesor fue odiado de los alumnos)

**a 'ser' + past participle + 'por'
  (action)
  (eg: el alumno fue castigado por el profesor)

- passive plus agent
- antes/después de + perfect
  infinitive
  (eg: antes de haber vuelto...)
- volver a + infinitive
  (eg: volvió a llorar)
- acabar de + infinitive
  (imperfect)
  (eg: acababa de hablar al profesor y...)
- llevar tiempo + andando
- lograr/conseguir hacer algo
- hace + que + present tense
  (eg: hace cuatro años que estudio el español
  - idiomatic expressions with
    seguir/dar/soler
    (eg: siguió hablando)
SECTION 1

- everyday usage
  (eg: bien, mal
  mucho, poco
  bastante, demasiado
  despacio, de prisa
  muy etc)

- formation
  add 'mente' to the feminine
  form of the adjective

- Con + noun
  (e.g: con cuidado)

- que + adverb
  (e.g: ¡Qué bien!)

- comparison
  más ... que
  menos ... que

- irregular comparatives
  mejor, peor

SECTION 2

VII - ADVERBS

- comparison
  tan ... como
  cuanto antes

- comparison with a clause
  más ... de lo que
  (e.g: Ana habla más de lo que creen)

- additional phrases
  (e.g: lo más pronto posible)

SECTION 3

VII - PREPOSITIONS

- para, por, other meanings
- idiomatic use of para +
  infinitive
  (e.g: estoy para salir)

IX - CONJUNCTIONS

- everyday usage
  (eg: e, u
  como
  después que
  puesto que)

- antes de que
- hasta que + hidden future
  (See VI 12)

- con tal que
- para que
- así que

+ present subjunctive
  where necessary
SECTION 1

Cardinal numbers / Ordinal numbers
- dates
- times
- quantities

Distance
(eg. la playa está a dos kilómetros)

Approximation (R)
(eg: unos cien kilómetros)

SECTION 2

X - NUMERALS

Measurements
- de largo
- de ancho etc
(eg: ¿Cuánto de ancho tiene el cuarto?)

Distance
(eg: ¿Cuánto hay de aquí a Miami?)

SECTION 3

XI - INTERJECTIONS

Common usage
- ¡A ver!
- ¡Ay!
- ¡Dios mío!
- ¡Hombre!

- ¡Caramba!
- ¡Caray!

- ¡Vaya!
- ¡Anda!
- ¡Vaya un día!
- ¡Qué tío!
- ¡Qué fastidio!
Topics are not always clearly defined and delimited, and there are therefore areas of overlap and duplication. For example, a Topic such as 'Home Life' occurs under Area of Experience A and overlaps with 'House and Home' in Area of Experience B. In the same way, B6 'Holidays' is closely linked to E1 'Tourism at Home and Abroad'. It is important to maintain all headings, even where there is some repetition, otherwise a key element might be omitted. Cross references are given in such cases.

The examination papers will sample Topics and tasks from the range set out in the following list. It will not necessarily be appropriate to examine Topics individually.

Tasks listed for Section 1 of the Core Level (targeted grades G, F, E) assume situations where requirements and responses are reasonably predictable.

Under each topic, tasks have been listed in three columns, following the pattern of three sections in the examination. The left hand column shows tasks appropriate to Section 1 of the examination (targeted grades G, F, E). The centre column contains tasks targeted at Section 2, ie grades D, C. These tasks therefore represent the top end of the Core Level. The right hand column contains tasks targeted to Section 3 of the examination (targeted grades B, A).

Candidates entered for Section 3 are expected to have covered tasks defined for all sections of the examination. In addition, candidates aiming at the higher grades (B, A) will be expected to handle a wider range of vocabulary and structures and to demonstrate some or all of the following:

- cope with a greater degree of unpredictability;
- understand and give fuller accounts which make use of more complex range of language (for example structures, tense, range of vocabulary);
- give and understand opinions and draw conclusions where necessary;
- see the relationship between ideas.
### Topic A3  School Routine (see also some overlap with D1)

**Targeted Grades G, F, E**  
**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- state the type, size and location of their school and describe the buildings
- give details of a typical school day; timetable, time of lessons, amount of homework, games, sort of clothes they wear
- say how they travel to and from school
- say which subjects they like or dislike

**Topic A4  Eating and Drinking**

**Targeted Grades G, F, E**  
**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- express simple opinions about food likes and dislikes
- accept/decline offers of food and drink
- ask for a table for x people
- ask for food and items on the table
- attract the attention of the waiter or waitress
- initiate and conclude exchange with waiter using appropriate polite expressions
- ask for the menu
- choose and order items of food and drink on the menu
- request items missing from table
- request the bill and ask whether the service is included
- deal with payment
- settle the bill (asking if service is included)

---

**Targeted Grades D, C**  
**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- say which club they belong to and what kind of activities they do
- describe the special events in the school year, such as plays, parents' evenings, sports day, visits
- talk about their examinations
- talk and write about their schools
- discuss their future plans at school and after

**Targeted Grades B, A**  
**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- describe the special events in the school year and give a full description
- discuss their future plans at school and after and justify their choices

---

**Targeted Grades D, C**  
**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- ask for a table for x people
- order a meal (need to change menu because of unavailability)
- ask for clarification about the nature and availability of services and items on the menu
- deal with the orders of others
- show understanding of recipes, orders
- request addition of items missing from the table
- make simple complaints

**Targeted Grades B, A**  
**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- give reasons for order and understand more complex language to explain changes
- make complaints giving more details and reasons
TOPIC A5  Health and Fitness

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks
Candidates should be able to:
• say how well/unwell they are
• explain where they have a pain
• call for help
• make simple requests for items at a pharmacy

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks
Candidates should be able to:
• describe minor ailments e.g. headaches, temperature, nausea, toothache and say how long they have had them
• ask for specific remedies or general medicinal products at a pharmacy
• make arrangements for a visit to doctor, dentist
• interact with doctor/dentist/pharmacist on the subject of common ailments
• understand spoken or printed instructions for taking medication
• act as interpreter or intermediary for someone else

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks
Candidates should be able to:
• discuss aspects of healthy lifestyle e.g. diet and exercise
• express personal reactions to feeling unwell
• act as interpreter or intermediary for someone who feels unwell explaining circumstances and giving reasons
AREA B  PERSONAL AND SOCIAL LIFE

TOPIE B1  Self, Family and Friends

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- say their name
- spell their name
- give their nationality
- say how old they are
- say whether they have brothers and sisters and how many
- give ages of siblings if applicable
- give a description of their pets, if applicable (see also B2)
- give a description of their family e.g. appearance, character and temperament
- say what sort of jobs their parents have (see also D3)
- talk about their pocket money and jobs, if applicable

TOPIC B2  House and Home (see also A2)
Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- state address
- give information about type of dwelling
- say how many rooms in house/apartment and name them
- give a simple description of how their room is furnished
- give details about routine daily activities at home
- give information or ask about taking a bath or shower
- give information or ask about washing/eating/household routines
- say what jobs they do around the house

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- give their date and place of birth
- talk about friends’ interests
- talk about relatives (including marital status)

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- give more specific details about daily routine at home
- give more detailed description of how their own room is furnished
- give details of services, amenities and equipment at home
- describe rooms and activities corresponding to each room
- give details of the garden
- give details of life at home and of daily routine; (when they get up, have their meals, how they spend evenings and weekends, what they do to help at home etc.)

Targeted Grades B, A
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- give their date and place of birth, giving more details
- talk about friends’ interests giving fuller descriptions and expressing opinions
- talk about relatives giving more details and fuller information
- express feelings about others
**TOPIC B3  Personal Relationships**

**Targeted Grades G, F, E**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidates should be able to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- say someone is pleased and respond to a greeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- say they are pleased to meet someone and ask how they are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- respond to similar enquiries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ask, if appropriate, about journey, health, mutual acquaintances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- respond to similar questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- introduce themselves, using relevant details from Topic B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- introduce a friend to someone else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- invite someone to accompany them on an outing/for a meal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- thank for and accept an invitation; thank for, apologise and decline an invitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- welcome a visitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ask about another person's family and friends; respond to similar enquiries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- thank someone for their hospitality/kindness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- end a conversation and take leave in an appropriate fashion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Targeted Grades D, C**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidates should be able to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- act as intermediary or interpreter e.g. for their own family or friends meeting visitors for the first time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- understand someone talking about or giving views on items within the candidate's range of experience or interests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Targeted Grades B, A,**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidates should be able to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- understand someone giving more details and expressing a wider range of attitudes on items within the candidate's range of experience or interests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TOPIC B4  Free Time and Social Activities (see also A4)

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- ask what a friend would like to do
- suggest or express a preference for a particular activity or visit and ask for their opinion
- agree and disagree; express pleasure, lack of interest; modify suggestion
- arrange to meet at a certain place and time, confirm or modify arrangements, saying something is possible, impossible
- apologise for lateness
- say what their own interests and hobbies are and enquire about those of others
- describe how they spend their leisure time including entertainment inside and outside the home, e.g. radio, TV, reading, films, concerts, discos, sporting activities, membership of groups or societies, visiting the zoo
- enquire about the leisure activities of others
- eating out at a cafe or restaurant (see all items for all grades in Topic A4)

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- describe and comment on the leisure and entertainment facilities of the area they live in
- say why they like or dislike certain sports and entertainments
- discuss the merits of performances sporting and artistic, and give their opinion of players or performers
- talk about a film, TV programme, sporting event or performance they have seen and ask the opinion of others
- describe what they did or what they plan to do during a period of free time, e.g. an evening, weekend or holiday break

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- describe and express a wider range of opinions about the facilities of the area they live in
- give a wider range of opinions about the merits of performances etc.
- talk about a film, TV programme, sporting event or performance they have seen and ask and understand the opinion of others
- describe what they would like to do if opportunity and funds permitted, and make judgements on decisions taken
TOPIC B5  Festivals and Special Occasions

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks
Candidates should be able to:
- refer to dates of special occasions and anniversaries (e.g., own and other family birthdays, weddings)
- give simple information and express simple opinions about festivals/special events in their own locality
- give simple information about special excursions and visits

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks
Candidates should be able to:
- give and seek information about festival/special occasions in the target language country or the candidate's own country
- give simple, factual account of special occasions or anniversaries (e.g., birthdays, weddings)

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks
Candidates should be able to:
- give detailed account of special occasions or anniversaries, e.g., birthdays or weddings
**TOPIC B6**  Holidays and Getting Around (see also Topic B7, C6, C9 and E1)

**Targeted Grades G, F, E**

**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- describe their holidays and holiday periods and how they spend them e.g. where they go, with whom, for how long, what they normally do
- obtain similar information from others
- describe a recent holiday with details of where they went, for how long
- talk about holiday plans
- talk about journeys, forms of transport
- ask a passer-by for directions
- understand directions, ask for clarification if necessary, ask someone to repeat directions
- enquire about transport by bus, coach or train
- understand simple signs
- say whether they have been abroad, saying where if applicable
- write a short letter enquiring about availability of accommodation and the terms and conditions
- read and understand relevant information regarding accommodation e.g. brochures, guide-book entries, letters of reply and confirmation

**Targeted Grades D, C**

**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- talk/write about a wider range of holiday experiences with details and features of places or countries visited, saying what they saw or did
- ask for details about a town or region they propose to visit as a tourist, e.g. ask about brochures, maps of the area, kinds of accommodation available and cost, weather to be expected, places of interest, entertainment and leisure activities, local events
- give similar details about their own area, or one they have visited, to a prospective tourist, giving simple opinions
- ask the best way of reaching a destination and how long it takes
- understand a wider range of signs

**Targeted Grades B, A**

**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- give details and features of places visited, comparing and contrasting features and expressing opinions about what they saw or did
- give similar details about their own area, or one they have visited, to a prospective tourist, expressing opinions and making judgements

---

**TOPIC B7**  Accommodation (see also Topic B6, Holidays)

**General**

Candidates should be able to:
- talk about accommodation they use or have used on holiday e.g. hotels, camp-sites, youth hostels and their preferences
- enquire about availability of accommodation and the terms and conditions
- read and understand relevant information regarding accommodation e.g. brochures, guide-book entries, letters of reply and confirmation
At the Hotel

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• check in; identify themselves and say that a reservation has been made or ask what rooms are available
• say what sort of room(s) is (are) required and for how long
• ask the cost
• ask to see the rooms and the facilities provided; accept or reject
• enquire about breakfast times and whether other meals are available
• ask about keys and leaving/returning to the hotel
• ask about other facilities, e.g. telephone, parking, elevators, lounge
• understand and deal with registration formalities
• ask for the bill and thank

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to cope with a fuller range of details involved in staying in a hotel, such as the following:
• deciding between rooms with different facilities, aspect or position
• enquiring about pension, demi-pension, safety arrangements
• requesting extra provision of pillows, blankets, towels etc.
• cope with an element of the unexpected, such as mistaken identity, incorrect reservation details, losing a key, accidents in the room
• be able to complain, e.g. about lack or condition of facilities, noise etc.

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• give details of a problem and make more detailed complaints
At the Youth Hostel

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• identify themselves and say a reservation has been made or enquire about accommodation
• say how long they are staying and the number of people, male/female
• ask the cost, ask about facilities at the hostel, e.g. meals, cooking and eating, bathing and toilet arrangements
• ask about hire of sleeping bags or sheets
• ask about hostel opening times and departure times
• ask about facilities nearby, such as bakery, grocers, supermarket, restaurants, recreation
• check with registration requirements, pay and thank

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to cope with a fuller range of possibilities and details such as:
• hiring of sleeping bags and sheets
• find out about hostel rules and regulations regarding hot water, duties required before leaving
• ask where they leave valuables
• make simple complaints, e.g. about lack of or condition of facilities, noise

Targeted Grades B, A
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• make more detailed queries about general security precautions
• give details of a problem and make more detailed complaints

At the Campsite

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• identify themselves saying they have reserved or ask if there are sites available, saying what sort of space is required for tent(s), the proposed length of stay
• enquire about the cost of the site per person, tent or caravan/vehicle and for any special facilities
• ask about facilities provided at the site including toilet and washing arrangements, showers, hot water, electricity points, meals, shopping for basic food and camping requirements

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to cope with a fuller range of details involved in camping, for example:
• ask about different sites available and express their preference
• make simple enquiries about rules
• enquire about rules and regulations (fires, barbecues, returning at night etc.)

Targeted Grades B, A
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• make more detailed enquiries about rules and regulations (fires, barbecues, returning at night etc.)
• give details of a problem and make more detailed complaints
• express appreciation and congratulate
AREA C  THE WORLD AROUND US

TOPIC C1 Home Town and Geographical Surroundings

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• give information about home town or island and surrounding area
• show a visitor around home town
• say how they travel in town; means of transport and duration of journey
• seek information from others with reference to location, character, amenities, features of interest, entertainment
• express a simple opinion about their own or someone else's town

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• give a full description of their home town or island and the surrounding area
• give an account of possibilities for sightseeing, shopping etc.
• give opinions about their home town or island, saying what is good about it, not so good about it, how long they have been living there and how they would improve it

Targeted Grades B, A
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• give a full description of their home or island and the surrounding area, expressing views and opinions
• understand and discuss a wide range of opinions about their home town or island, and be prepared to justify their opinions
• put forward suggestions as to how they might improve their locality

TOPIC C2 Shopping

Shopping for Food

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• know the different types of shops and the goods sold there
• tell the shopkeeper/shop assistant what they want (including quantity, weight, slices, tins, bottles)
• ask whether particular food is available
• be prepared to make a choice
• pay for goods (familiarity with notes and coins, checking change)

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• be prepared to make a choice and give reasons why
• find out other information
• ask and say whether shops are open or closed and when
• understand advertisements, leaflets etc.

Targeted Grades B, A
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• be prepared to make a choice and give reasons why
Shopping for Clothes

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- understand names of articles of clothing and articles of personal use (including sportswear)
- give own size for clothes and shoes
- request articles of clothing and articles of personal use

TOPIC C3 Public Services (see also Topic D4)

The Post Office

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- ask where a post office or letter box is
- state they would like to send letters/postcards/parcels to their home country
- ask how long it will take for a letter to get somewhere
- ask how much it costs to send letters/postcards to a particular place
- ask when the next collection is
- ask for stamps
- ask if there is a telephone nearby
- ask how to obtain an unknown telephone number

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- ask about making phone-calls; understand the instructions for doing so; understand printed instructions displayed in a call-box
- give or find out the appropriate telephone number; ask to make a transferred charge call
- understand general instructions given by a telephone operator
- make a call saying who they wish to speak to
- answer an incoming call
- send a telegram or a postal order

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- if the shop does not stock what they want, ask if there is another shop that does
- return unsatisfactory goods and explain the problem in detail
- say what they would like to buy if finance permitted
- discuss fashion and clothing, giving reasons and justifying a point of view
The Bank or Exchange Office

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• give proof of identity
• say that they would like to exchange
  travellers' cheques or money
• ask for notes or coins to a specific amount
• fill in appropriate forms
• ask about rate of exchange
• ask how much commission to pay

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• cope with more complex instructions (e.g.
  being directed to a teller)

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• explain procedures to a speaker of the
  target language who does not understand
  English

TOPIC C4 The Natural and Made
Environment (see also Topic C1)

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• give information about home town or island
  and surrounding area
• show a visitor around home town
• say how they travel in town; means of
  transport and duration of journey
• seek information from others with
  reference to location, character, amenities,
  features of interest, entertainment
• express a simple opinion about their own
  or someone else's town

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• understand a simple description of a town
  or region in a country where the target
  language is spoken
• understand and make simple comparisons
  between their home country and a target
  language community, with reference to
  climate, landscape, geographical features
• understand and express opinions on
  aspects of environmental damage within
  their own experience

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• understand a more complex description of
  a town or region in a town where the target
  language is spoken
• understand and make more complex
  comparisons between their home country
  and a target language community
• understand and express more complex
  opinions on aspects of environmental
  change
TOPIC C5  Weather

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• describe current weather conditions
• understand people talking about the weather and simple written forecasts
• make comments about the weather
• talk about the climate of their own country according to the seasons and months
• understand simple predictions about weather conditions

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• say which season they prefer and why
• describe/ask about the weather according to the seasons and months
• understand more complex spoken and written weather forecasts

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• understand and enquire about what might happen as a result of unfavourable weather conditions, draw appropriate conclusions

TOPIC C6  Finding the Way (see also Topics 56 and C1)

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• attract the attention of a passer-by
• ask/state where a place is

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• ask for and give detailed information on how to get a particular place

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• understand and give full details on how to get to a particular place

TOPIC C7  Meeting People (see also Topics B1 and B3)

General

Candidates should be able to:
• Greet someone and respond to a greeting
• say they are pleased to meet someone and ask how they are; respond to similar enquiries
• ask, if appropriate, about journey, health, mutual acquaintances; respond to similar questions
• introduce themselves, using relevant details from Topic B1
• end a conversation and take leave in appropriate fashion
Maintaining a Conversation or Relationship

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks
Candidates should be able to:
- ask about details from Areas B and C if appropriate to the person and the occasion
- understand and respond to enquiries on the same topics
- ask about the other person's family, relations and friends at home and elsewhere; respond to similar questions

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks
Candidates should be able to:
- write a letter giving and seeking the above information, where appropriate

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks
Candidates should be able to:
- write a letter giving and seeking full detail about the above information, where appropriate
Arranging a Meeting or Activity

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- introduce a relation or friend to someone else
- invite someone to a social function, to come to a meal or go on an outing
- thank for and accept an invitation
- ask what a friend would like to do
- suggest or express a preference for a particular activity or visit and ask for opinion
- agree and disagree; express pleasure, lack of interest; modify suggestion
- arrange to meet at a certain place and time; agree to or change arrangements, saying something is possible, impossible, probable, uncertain
- apologise for lateness
- understand a (recorded) telephone message making arrangements for a meeting or activity

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- act as intermediary or interpreter e.g. for family or friend meeting a visitor for the first time
- express appropriate information from above in a brief letter or written message

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
- understand someone talking about or giving views on recent events, news items or current issues of interest to the candidate even if not directly related to his/her experience

TOPIC C8 Places and Customs

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

As set out in B5, C4, E2

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

As set out in B5, C4, E2

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

As set out in B5, C4, E2
**TOPIC C9 Travel and Transport (see also Topics B6, C1 and C6)**

**General**

**Targeted Grades G, F, E**

**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- give information on their usual journey to work or school
- talk about other journeys and forms of transport
- ask a passer-by for directions
- understand directions and be able to rehearse or ask someone to repeat instructions
- ask for clarification of directions if necessary
- enquire about transport by bus or train
- understand simple signs
- understand simple traffic/road bulletins

**Targeted Grades D, C**

**Language Tasks**

Candidates should be able to:
- ask or state the best way of reaching a destination and how long it takes
- give directions to strangers
- understand a wider range of signs

**Targeted Grades B, A,**

**Language Tasks**
Public Transport by Bus, Rail, Underground, Taxi

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• ask if there is a bus, coach or train to a particular place
• ask about the cost of tickets, giving the destination, day of travel and whether a single or return journey is to be made
• check that they have the right platform, line, train, coach, bus or stop
• ask whether it is necessary to change trains etc.
• understand information given in brochures and tables
• reserve a seat or place
• ask about facilities such as information desks, toilets, waiting-rooms, food etc.
• ask or say whether a seat is free
• state requirements for travel arrangements
• give the above information to others

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• enquire about the frequency of trains or buses, facilities on the journey, make bookings, seat reservations in advance, enquire about price reductions, supplements, deal with travel by air or sea, checking on departure and arrival times
• explain or describe the itinerary of a journey to someone
• ask whether it is necessary to change trains etc.
• ask about facilities such as information desks, toilets, waiting-rooms, food etc.
• make arrangements for taking, sending or leaving luggage
• check on correct departure channel, flight, ferry or hovercraft
• deal with Customs formalities and regulations
• say what they have lost at the lost-property office
• deal with an element of the unexpected in travel (e.g. delayed or cancelled departure, mislaid tickets, documents, lost luggage)
• give simple points of view about the advantages of different forms of transport

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• give a full account of an itinerary to someone
• assess the advantages of different forms of transport and make judgements
Private Transport

Targeted Grades G, F, E
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• buy fuel by grades, quantity or price, including asking for the tank to be filled and ask the cost
• ask for water, oil, tyres to be checked
• ask where the usual facilities are
• check on a proposed route

Targeted Grades D, C
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• deal with a wider range of details involved in traveling by their own transport
• cope with a breakdown, giving a brief description of the fault
• ask where they can obtain help
• ask for information about routes, road and traffic conditions, parking facilities and traffic rules
• understand signs put up in garages concerning tyre pressure, car wash etc.
• report a road accident, giving details necessary for the appropriate emergency services

Targeted Grades B, A,
Language Tasks

Candidates should be able to:
• make more complex requests for information about routes etc.
• report a road accident giving a full account of the circumstances
1 ATTAINMENT TARGET 1 SPEAKING

Role Plays

- 'Closed' (ie outcome very predictable); stimuli could be visual or verbal.

- 'Open' (outcome less predictable). Some room for candidate’s interpretation of the situation based on framework/situation common to all candidates. Verbal or visual stimuli.

- 'Extended' (candidate has more room to elaborate and is expected to describe/narrate events). Verbal and visual stimuli.*

Discussion/Conversation

*Short talk/presentation*

2 ATTAINMENT TARGET 2 LISTENING AND RESPONDING AND ATTAINMENT TARGET 3 READING AND RESPONDING

Objective Question Types *

- Multiple choice + visuals (for example line drawings)
  Multiple choice + verbal options

- True/false + variations (tick correct box only)

- Grid completion (response via ‘objective type’ box ticking)
  Table completion (response via box ticking) or very short (for example one or two words) response in the target language.

- Matching (response via ticking correct box or writing appropriate letter).
Stimuli could include visuals, for example matching drawings/signs to correct person.

Sequencing (rearrangement of jumbled sentences in the light of information in the text).

Note completion. Where very brief responses (blank completion) are required, this question-type can count as objective, as no subjective interpretation on the part of the candidate or examiner is necessary.

Reordering pictures in correct sequence.

Visual transfer techniques (for example candidates draw in appropriate symbols on a map or plan)

Questionnaire completion (box ticking and note completion).

Non-objective question types

Questions/answers (short answer questions). Answers may be required either in English or in the target language.*

Note completion (with longer responses than above).

3 ATTAINMENT TARGET 4 WRITING

Form-filling/*Questionnaire/Lists

Blank filling*

Short messages

Diary entries

Letter formal/informal

Essay/Composition. Controlled (directed) or ‘free’ (less directed)

Short article writing
Si la frase/afirmación es verdad, pon una señal (√) en la casilla verdadera
*If the sentence/statement is correct, tick the true box*

Escribe la letra que corresponde...
*Write the letter which corresponds/matches*

Escoge la descripción que corresponde mejor...
*Choose the description that best fits*

No necesitarás todas las letras
*You will not need all the letters*

Contesta en español o pon una señal (√) en las casillas
*Answer in Spanish or tick the boxes*

**Speaking (Paper 1)**

He aquí lo que tienes que pedir o decir y lo que tienes que preguntar (?)
*This is what you must ask for or say and what you must ask (?)*

Saluda... *Greet...*

Preséntate..... *Introduce yourself*

Di...... *Say*

Explica.... *Explain...*

Da las gracias... *Thank...*

Decide cómo...... *Decide how...*

Contesta a la pregunta de...
*Answer...’s question.*
Listening (Paper 2)

Estás oyendo... You are listening to...

Vas a oír... You are going to hear...

... un mensaje/una conversación/un diálogo/un programa/un reportaje en la radio/un interviú en la televisión etc.

...message/conversation/dialogue/programme/report/account on the radio/interview on television etc.

Entre dos personas.... Between two people

Está hablando con... (S)he is talking to...

Vas a oír la conversación dos veces.
You are going to hear the conversation twice.

Habrá dos pausas durante el anuncio/extracto.
There will be two pauses during the advert/extract.

Escucha atentamente....
Listen carefully...

Reading (Paper 3)

He aquí... Here is

...una lista/alguna información/una postal/una carta/unos anuncios/un texto/un extracto

...a list/some information/a postcard/a letter/some adverts/a text/an extract

de un periódico/una revista etc.
From a newspaper/magazine etc.

Lee atentamente... Read carefully